
NUTEAK  is the result of years of "behind the scenes" development. We have greatly improved the method of male-female

attachment to speed up panel fabrication, while maximizing the bond strength at the seam. We not only improved the system

but met our other goal of retaining the unique, beautiful look, and genuine feel of real teak. We have preserved Nuteak's

premium quality while reducing the cost and delivery time to our customers.

STRONG ANGLE - Drop down profile with 300% more

bonding surface between strips.

VERTICAL LEG - Eliminates possible lateral movement of

the strips.

MOST POPULAR TEAK SIZE - 50mm (2") plank with a

5mm (1/4") nautical line.

LIGHTER WEIGHT  - Nuteak now weighs 33% less which

is a huge saving on freight cost and added weight on

your boat. 

MADE IN CANADA - Duty free to many countries around the

world and globally available through our distributors.

UNDERSIDE DIAMOND CUTS - Improves adhesion

to the installed surface. Reduces possible air pockets by

spreading the adhesive evenly.

SPECIAL PROJECTS - Longer strips are available on request.

Custom colors are available with a minimum order quantity.

20 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY - The best in the industry.

THE R ICH LOOK OF TEAK WITHOUT THE MAINTENANCE

INTRODUCING NUTEAK
The New Standard in Synthetic Teak Decking

NUTEAK'S NEWEST FEATURES  

100% NON-POROUS - Nuteak is not foamed or nano foamed, it is naturally anti fungal and will not absorb dirt.

EASY MAINTENANCE - Regular cleaning after boat use and 1-2 power washes per year will keep your Nuteak deck

looking brand new.

FULLY UV STABILISED - Nuteak is made to withstand harsh sun and salty conditions.

SAFETY - Nuteak is non-slip wet or dry for safety under any conditions.

DURABILITY - Nuteak will not split, peel, crack or dry out. Dents and damage can easily be removed or repaired.

AESTHETIC - Nuteak is the most realistic synthetic option for a traditional natural teak look.

COST EFFECTIVE - Nuteak costs less than teak and lasts longer with less hours spent on maintenance. 

DESIGN AVAILABILITY - All possibilities are still available including bull nose, special cut pieces and custom designs.

ALONG WITH THE IMPROVEMENTS NUTEAK RETAINS THE SAME GREAT PERFORMANCE



INNOVATIVE COVERINGS OF AMERICA, LLC

INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS

3215 SW 22nd Street, Pembroke Park, FL 33023

EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS

152/No.9 Naxxar Rd.San Gwann, SGN 9030, Malta

Tel: 1.954.966.5400 Fax: 1.866.866.0611

Email: info@icagroup.com

www.nuteak.com

Like us on facebook @nuteakdecking

THE MOST ADVANCED SYNTHETIC TEAK PROFILE AVAILABLE 

DOUBLE PLANK SINGLE PLANK

LENGTH                   17.5m (57.4') roll per box
WEIGHT                   4.65kg/sqm (1lb. per square foot)
BOX QUANTITY     2 sqm (21.5 square feet)

2x 17.5m (57.4') rolls per box
4.65kg/sqm (1lb. per square foot)
2 sqm (21.5 square feet)

KING PLANK MARGIN PLANK

LENGTH                   17.5m (57.4') roll per box
WEIGHT                   4.65kg/sqm (1lb. per square foot)
BOX QUANTITY     2 sqm (21.5 square feet)

2x 17.5m (57.4') rolls per box
4.65kg/sqm (1lb. per square foot)
2 sqm (21.5 square feet)

For DIYers - Most large project installations are performed by experienced technicians. But for many smaller projects a

hands-on boat owner can save money by doing the templates and installation of the panels himself. The fabrication of the

panel is what requires a professionally trained technician and specific tooling.


